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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Many continuous mappings by utilizing different kinds of generalized closed sets were introduced and investigated. 

Recently, R.Balachandran,P.Sundaram and H.Maki in 1991 [1],defined a new class of generalized continuous 

mappings. IN 1972,Crosseley and Hildebrand [2] introduced the class of irresolute mappings.In this paper, our 

objective is to introduce an operator sg
~~

-closure and investigate its properties. Also two new notions such as the 

classes of mappings sg
~~

-continuity and sg
~~

-irresoluteness are introduced and investigated. Some of their 

characterizations are studied in terms of sg
~~

-closure. 

 

2  PRELIMINARIES 

 

Throughout this paper, ),( X  (or simply X) represents topological spaces on which no separation axioms are 

assumed unless otherwise mentioned.For a subset A of X,cl(A),int(A)and 
cA denote the closure of A,the interior of 

A and the complement of A respectively. Let us recall the following definitions, which are useful in the sequel. 

 
Definition 2.1 A subset of ),( X  is called  [(i)]  

1.  a g~ -semi closed (briefly g~ s-closed) set [?] if UsClA  whenever UA  and U is #gs-open in ),( X .  

 2.  g
~~

semi closed set (briefly closedsg 
~~

)[4] if uAscl )(  whenever uA  and u is sg~ open set in 

),( X . Complement of sg
~~

closed (resp. g~ s-closed) set is known as sg
~~

open (resp. g~ s-open)set in X. 

Notations 2.2 The collection of all sg
~~

closed (resp. sg
~~

op) sets in X is denoted by )(
~~

XsCG  (resp. 
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)(
~~

XsOG . For Xx , }|)(
~~

{=),(
~~

uxXOGuxXsOG  .  

  

Definition 2.3 A function YXf :  is called a  [(i)]  

1.  contra-continuous [3] if )(1 Vf 
 is closed subset of ),( X  for every open subset V  of ).,( Y   

 2.  semi continuous function [5] if )(1 Vf 
 is semi open set of ),( X  for every open sub set V  of ).,( Y   

 3.   -continuous function [6] if )(1 Vf 
 is  -open sub set of ),( X  for every open sub set V  of ).,( Y   

 4.  g~ -continuous functions [?] if )(1 Vf 
 is g~ -open sub set of ),( X  for every open sub set V  of ).,( Y   

  5.  sg -continuous functions [7] if )(1 Vf 
 is sg -open sub set of ),( X  for every open sub set V  of ).,( Y  

 

3 sg
~~

-CLOSURES 
   

Definition 3.1 For any subset A of a space X, sg
~~

closure of A is denoted by )(
~~ Asclg  and defined by 

intersection of all sg
~~

closed sets containing A. That is, )}(
~~

,:{=)(
~~ XsCGFFAFAsclg  .  

Definition 3.2 Let x be a point of X and N be a subset of X N is called a sg
~~

neighbourhood of x in X if there 

exists a sg
~~

open set U in X such that NUx  .  

Definition 3.3 A point Xx  is said to be a sg
~~

interior point of A  if there exists a sg
~~

open set U containing 

x such that AU  . The set of all sg
~~

interior points of A is known as the sg
~~

interior of A and denoted by 

)(
~~ Asintg .  

Definition 3.4 For a subset A of a space X, )(
~~)(

~~=)(
~~ AsintgAsclgAsFrg   is known as sg

~~
frontier of A.  

Theorem 3.5 For any subsets A and B of a space X, the following statements hold.   

1.   =)(
~~sclg   

2.  )()(
~~ AsclAsclgA    

3.  If BA , then )()(
~~ BsclAsclg    

4.  )(
~~ Asclgx  if and only if for any sg

~~
open set u containing x such that uA .   

Proof.   

2. From the definition of sg
~~

closure, ).(
~~ AsclgA  Suppose that )(Asclx . Then, there exist a semi closed 

set F such that FA  and Fx . Since every semi-closed set is sg
~~

closed, )(
~~ Asclgx . Thus, 

)()(
~~ AsclAsclg  . 

3. Suppose that BA  and )(
~~ Bsclgx . Then, there exists a sg

~~
closed set F such that FB  and Fx . 

That is, there exists a sg
~~

closed set F such that FA  and Fx . Again by the def. of sg~ closure, 

)(
~~ Asclgx . Therefore, )(

~~)(
~~ BsclgAsclg  . 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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 4. Necessity Suppose that )(
~~ Asclgx  and U is any sg

~~
open set containing x such that =UA . Then, 

UX   is a sg
~~

closed set in X  containing A . Therefore, UXAsclg )(
~~

. Since UXx  , 

)(
~~ Asclgx , a contradiction. 

Sufficiency Suppose that every sg
~~

closed set is containing x intersects A. If )(
~~ Asclgx , then there exists a 

sg
~~

closed set F such that FA , and Fx . Then, FX   is a sg
~~

open set in X  containing x  such that 

=)( FXA  , a contradiction. Therefore, )(
~~ Asclgx .   

Remark 3.6 In (2), converse is not true in general from the following example.  

  

Example 3.7 Let },,{= cbaX  and }},,{,{= Xba  },{=})({
~~ caasclg  and Xascl =})({ . Therefore, 

})({})({
~~ asclasclg  .  

Lemma 3.8 If A is sg
~~

closed set in X, then )(
~~= AsclgA .  

Proof. Suppose that A is sg
~~

closed set in X. By def. of sg
~~

closure, 

)}(
~~

,:{=)(
~~ XsGFFAFAsclg  . Then, )(

~~ AsclgA  and FAsclg )(
~~

 for every sg
~~

closed 

set containing A. Since A is sg
~~

closed containing A, AAsclg )(
~~

. Thus, )(
~~= AsclgA .  

Remark 3.9 Converse of the above lemma is not always possible from the following example.  

Example 3.10 Let },,,{= dcbaX  and }},,,{},,{,,{= Xdcadac . Here }{=})({
~~ aasclg , but }{a  is 

not a sg
~~

closed set in X.  

Lemma 3.11 If A is sg
~~

open, then )(
~~= AsintgA .  

Proof. By the def. always )()(
~~ AAsintg  . Sup. that there exists Xx  such that )(

~~ Asintgx  and Ax . 

By the def of sg
~~

interior of A, every sg
~~

open set containing x  intersects (X - A). Since A sg
~~

open set 

containing x,  )( AXA , a contradiction our assumption is wrong and hence Ax . Therefore, 

)(
~~= AsintgA .  

Remark 3.12 The following example illustrates that the converse of the above theorem is not true in general.  

Example 3.13 Let },,,{= dcbaX  and }},,,{},,{},{,{= Xdcadac . Then },,{=}),,({
~~ dcbdcbsintg , 

but },,{ dcb  is not a sg
~~

open set in x.  

Theorem 3.14 For any subset A of a space X,   

i. )(
~~=)(

~~ AXsclgAsintgX    

ii. )(
~~=)(

~~ AXsintgAsclgX    

Proof. Suppose that )(
~~ AsintgXx  . Then )(

~~ Asintgx . By the def., of sg
~~

interior, every sg
~~

open set 

containing x  meets )( AX  . By theorem (1)-(4), )(
~~ AXsclgx  . On the other hand if )(

~~ AXsclgx  , 

then every sg
~~

open set containing x  intersects (X - A). Therefore, there is no sg
~~

open set containing x and 
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contained in A. By the def., of sg
~~

interior, )(
~~ Asintgx . Then )(

~~ AsintgXx  . Therefore, 

)(
~~=)(

~~ AXsclgAsintgX  . 

2. Replace A by )( AX   in (1) we get )(
~~=)(

~~ AsclgAXsintgX  . That is, 

)(
~~=)(

~~ AsclgXAXsintg  .  

Theorem 3.15 For a subset A of a space X, the following are equivalent.   

i. )(
~~

XsOG  is closed under union.  

ii. A is sg
~~

closed if and only if )(
~~= AclgA   

iii. A is sg
~~

open if and only if )(
~~= AsintgA   

Proof. (1)   (2). 

Necessity: Suppose that A is sg
~~

closed in X. By hypothesis and by the def. of sg
~~

closure, it is known that 

)(
~~ Asclg  is sg

~~
closed in X and AAsclg =)(

~~
. 

Sufficiency: Suppose that AAsclg =)(
~~

. For each AXx  , AXx \ , )(
~~ Asclgx . By theorem (1)-(4), 

there exists a set ),(
~~

xXsOGU x   such that =AU x  . Then, AXUx x   and hence 

x

AXx

UAX 
)(

=


 . By hypothesis, AX   is sg
~~

open in X. Therefore, AX   is sg
~~

open. Thus, A is 

sg
~~

closed. 

 (2)  (3). 

Necessity: Suppose that A is sg
~~

open in X. Then )( AX   is sg
~~

open in X. By hypothesis 

AXAXclsg  =)(
~~

. By theorem (2), AXAsintgX  =)(
~~

. Therefore, )(
~~= AsintgA . 

Sufficiency: Suppose that )(
~~= AsintgA . By theorem (2), )(

~~=)(
~~= AXsclgAsintgXAX  . By 

hypothesis, )( AX   is sg
~~

closed and hence A is sg
~~

open in X. 

(3)   (1). 

Sup, that }:{ JG   be any family of sg
~~

open sets in X. Let 



GG
J




= . If Gx , then 
x

Gx   for some 

Jx  . Since G  is open in X. there exist a sg
~~

open set xU  such that GGUx
x

x    for every 

Gx . Therefore )(
~~ Gsintgx  and hence )(

~~= GsintgG . By hypothesis, G is sg
~~

open in X.  

Definition 3.16 A mapping YXf :  is said to be sg
~~

continuous if the inverse image of every closed set in 

Y, is sg
~~

closed in X.  

Example 3.17 },,{== cbaYX , }},,{,{= Xba , }},{,{= Ya . Define ),(),(:  yXf   by 

baf =)( , cbf =)(  and ccf =)( . Then f  is sg
~~

continuous from X  into Y .  

Theorem 3.18 In a topological space ),( X , the following statements hold:   

http://www.ijirset.com/
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 i. Every continuous function is sg
~~

continuous.  

ii. Every semi continuous function is sg
~~

continuous.  

iii. Every  -continuous function is sg
~~

continuous.  

 iv. Every g~ continuous function is sg
~~

continuous.   

Proof. By [4] proposition 3.2 (1) holds, proposition 3.4, (2) holds, proposition 3.6, (3) holds, proposition 3.8, (4) 

holds. 

Remark 3.19 Converse of the above theorem not holds always from the following examples.  

Example 3.20 },,{== cbaYX , }},,{,{= Xba , }},{,{= Ya . Define ),(),(:  YXf   by 

baf =)( , abf =)(  and ccf =)( . Then f is sg
~~

continuous but not continuous, semi-continuous, or 

 continuous. 

Example 3.21 },,{== cbaYX , }},,{},{,{= Xbaa  and }},,{,{= Yba . Define 

),(),(:  YXf   by baf =)( , cbf =)( , and acf =)( . Then f is sg
~~

continuous but not 

sg~ continuous.  

We state the necessary conditions under which the converse of theorem 3.8 hold.  

Theorem 3.22  [(i)]  

 i. In 
g

T~~ space every sg
~~

continuous function is continuous.  

ii. In #
~~g

T space, every sg
~~

continuous function is  continuous.  

iii. In sg
T~~ space every sg

~~
continuous function is semi-continuous.  

iv. In 
g

T~~
#

space every sg
~~

continuous functions is g~ continuous.  

Proof. By [4] def. 6.1, 6.7, 6.16 and 6.22, it holds.  

Theorem 3.23 In a topological space ),( X , every sg
~~

continuous functions is sg-continuous.  

Proof. By [4] proposition 3.14, every sg
~~

closed set is sg-closed set. Therefore, it holds.  

Remark 3.24 Converse is not true in general from the following example.  

Example 3.25 Let },,,{== dcbaYX  and }},,,{},,{},{,{= Xdcadac  and }},,,{,{= Ycba . 

Define ),(),(:  YXf   by daf =)( , abf =)( , bcf =)( , cdf =)( . Then f  is sg-continuous but 

not sg
~~

continuous.  

Theorem 3.26 Assume that )(
~~

XsOG  is closed under any union. Then the following are equivalent for a function 

YXf : . 

 i. f  is sg
~~

continuous;  

 ii. For every open set V of Y, )(
~~

)(1 YsOGVf 
;  

 iii. For each Xx  and each open set V of Y containing )(xf , there exits ),(
~~

xXsOGu    such that 

vuf )( ;  

http://www.ijirset.com/
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iv. ))(()(
~~( AfclAsclgf   for any subset A of X;  

v. ))(())((
~~ 11 BclfBfsclg    for any subset B of y;  

vi. ))((
~~))(( 11 BfsintgBintf    for any subset B of Y.  

Proof. (1)   (2) It follows from )(=)( 11 VfXVYf    for any subset V of Y and def., of sg
~~

open set. 

(2)   (3) Let Xx  and V be any open set in Y containing )(xf . Since f  is sg
~~

continuous, 

)(
~~

)(1 YsOGVf 
 and )(1 Vfx  . If we take )(= 1 VfU 

, then ),(
~~

xXsOGU  and VUf )( . 

(3)   (4) Let A be any subset of X and )(
~~ Asclgx  and V be any open set in Y containing f(x). By hypothesis, 

there exists ),(
~~

xXsOGU  such that VUf )( . Since )(
~~ Asclgx , by theorem 3.5 (4),  AU  and 

hence )()()()( AfVAfUfAUf  . Therefore, ))(()( Afclxf  . Thus, 

))(()(
~~( AfclAsclgf  . 

(4)   (5) Let B  be any subset of Y. By hypothesis, )()))((()))((
~~( 11 BclBffclBfsclgf  

 and hence 

))(())((
~~ 11 BclfBfsclg   . 

(5)   (6) Let B  be any subset in Y. By hypothesis, ))(())\((
~~ 11 BYclfBYfsclg  

. Then, 

))(())((
~~ 11 BintfXBfsintgX   . Therefore, ))((

~~))(( 11 BfsintgBintf   . 

(6)  (1) Let F  be any closed set in Y. By hypothesis, 

))((
~~=))((

~~))((=)( 1111 FfsclgXFYfsintgFYintfFYf   . 

Then, )())((
~~ 11 FfFfsclg   . Therefore, )(=)((

~~ 11 FFFfsclg 
. By theorem (3), )(1 Ff 

 is 

sg
~~

closed in X and hence f is sg
~~

continuous.  

Notations 3.27 Let ),(),(:  YXf   be any function. fXxfNGC :{=)(   is not sg
~~

continuous}  at 

Xx .  

Theorem 3.28 Assume that )(
~~

XsOG  is closed under any union. Then )( fNGC  is identical with the union of 

the sg
~~

frontiers of the inverse images of sg
~~

open sets containing )(xf .  

Proof. Suppose that f  is not sg
~~

continuous at Xx . Then, there exists an open set V in Y containing )(xf  

such that )(Uf  is not a subset of V for every ),(
~~

xXsOGU . Hence   ))(( 1 VfXU  for every 

),( xXGOU . It follows that ))((
~~ 1 VfXsclgx   and hence ))((

~~ 1 VfsintgXx  . Then 

))((
~~ 1 Vfsintgx  . Since ))((

~~)( 11 VfsclgVfx   , ))((
~~ 1 VfsFrgx  . On the other hand, let f be 

sg
~~

continuous at Xx  and V be any open set in Y containing )(xf . Then )(1 Vfx   is a sg
~~

 open set 

in X. Thus ))((
~~ 1 Vfsintgx   and hence ))((

~~ 1 VfsFrgx   for any open set V containing )(xf .  

Definition 3.29 Let A be a subset of X and AXf :  be a sg
~~

continuous retraction if f is sg
~~

continuous 
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and the Af |  is the identity mapping on A.  

Theorem 3.30 Assume that )(
~~ XsOg  is closed under any union. Let A be a subset of X and AXf :  be a 

sg
~~

continuous retraction. If X is Hausdorff, then A is a sg
~~

closed in X.  

Proof. Suppose that A is not sg
~~

closed. )(
~~ AsclgA  . Therefore, there exists Xx  such that )(

~~ Asclgx  

and Ax . Then xxf )(  because f  is sg
~~

continuous retraction. Since x  is Hausdorff, there exists disjoint 

open set u and v in x such that ux  and Vxf )( . Let W  be any sg
~~

neighbourhood of x . By ..., theorem 

4.6, UW   is a sg
~~

neighbourhood of x. Since )(
~~ Asclgx , by theorem (1)-(4),  AUW )( . Choose 

AUWy  . Since Ay , Uyyf =)(  and hence Vyf )( . Therefore VWf )(  because 

Wy , a contradiction to sg
~~

continuous retraction. Thus A is sg
~~

closed in X.  

Remark 3.31 Composition of two sg
~~

continuous functions is not a sg
~~

 continuous in general from the 

following example.  

Example 3.32 },,{=== cbazyx , }},,{,{= Xba , }},{,{= ya  and }},,{},{,{= zbaa . 

Define ),(),(:  YXf   by caf =)( , abf =)( , bcf =)(  and define ),(),(:  ZYg   identity 

function. Then f and g are sg
~~

continuous function but ),(),(:  YXgof   defined by 

))((=))(( xfgxgof  for all Xx  is not a sg
~~

continuous.  

Theorems on Compositions: 

Theorem 3.33 If ),(),(:  YXf   is sg
~~

continuous and ),(),(:  zyg   is continuous, then 

),(),(:)(  zXgof   is sg
~~

continuous.  

Proof. Suppose that V be any open set in Z. Since g is continuous, )(1 Vg 
 is open in Y. Since f  is 

sg
~~

continuous, )(( 11 Vgf 
 is sg

~~
open in X. That )()( 1 Vgof 

 is sg
~~

open in X. Therefore, gof is 

sg
~~

continuous.  

Theorem 3.34 Suppose that ),( y  is 
g

T~~  space. If ),(),(  YXf   is sg
~~

continuous and 

),(),(:  ZYg   is sg
~~

continuous then ),(),(:  ZXgof   is sg
~~

continuous.  

Proof. Suppose that V be any open set in Z. Since g is sg
~~

continuous. )(1 Vg 
 is sg

~~
open in y. Since Y is 

g
T~~ -

space, )(1 Vg 
 is open in y. Since f is sg

~~
continuous, ))(( 11 Vgf 

 is sg~ open in X. )()( 1 Vgof 
 is 

sg~ open in X. Therefore composition of two sg
~~

continuous funiton is sg
~~

continuous.  

 

Theorem 3.35 If ),(),(:  YXf   and ),(),(:  ZYg   are continuous, then ),(),(:  ZXgof   

is sg
~~

continuous.  

Proof. Since composition of two continuous functions is continuous, and since every continuous function is 

sg
~~

continuous gof is sg
~~

 continuous.  
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Theorem 3.36 Composition of two contra continuous function is always sg
~~

continuous function.  

Proof. Since every open set is sg
~~

open, it follows.  

Definition 3.37 A mapping YXf :  is said to be sg
~~

irresolute if the inverse image of each sg
~~

open set in 

Y is sg
~~

open in X.  

Example 3.38 Let },,{== cbaYX , }},,{},,{},{},{,{= Xcababa  and }},{,{= Ya . Define 

),(),(:  YXf   as an identity function. Then f  is sg
~~

irresolute function.  

Theorem 3.39 A function YXf :  is sg
~~

irresolute if and only if )(1 Vf 
 is sg

~~
closed in X for every 

sg
~~

closed set V in Y.  

Proof. Necessity Suppose that V is any sg
~~

closed set in Y. Then )( VY   is sg
~~

open in X and hence 

)(1 VfX   is sg
~~

open in X. That is )(1 Vf 
 is sg

~~
closed in X. 

Sufficiency: Let V be sg
~~

open in Y. Then VY   is sg
~~

closed in Y. By hypothesis, )(1 VYf 
 is 

sg
~~

closed in X. That is )(1 VfX   is sg
~~

closed in X and hence )(1 Vf 
 is sg

~~
open in X. Therefore, f is 

sg
~~

irresolute.  

Theorem 3.40 Every sg
~~

irresolute function is sg
~~

continuous.  

Proof. If follows from the fact that every open set is sg
~~

open.  

Remark 3.41 Converse not holds in general from the following example.  

Example 3.42 },,{== cbaYX ,  =}},{,{= Xa . Define ),(),(:  YXf   by baf =)( , 

cbf =)(  and ccf =)( . Then f  is sg
~~

continuous but not sg
~~

irresolute because },{=}),({1 cbcaf 
 is 

not a sg
~~

open in X whereas },{ ca  is sg
~~

open in Y.  

Theorem 3.43 Composition of two sg
~~

irresolute function is sg
~~

irresolute.  

Proof. Let ),(),(:  YXf   and ),(),(:  ZYg   be any two sg
~~

irresolute function. Define 

),(),(:  ZXgof   by ))((=))(( xfgxgof  for all Xx . Suppose that G be any sg
~~

open in Z. Since 

g is sg
~~

irresolute, )(1 Gg 
 is sg

~~
open in Y. Since f  is sg

~~
irresolute, ))(( 11 Ggf 

 is sg
~~

open in X. 

Therefore )()( 1 Ggof 
 is sg

~~
open in X. Thus, gof is sg

~~
irresolute.  

Theorem 3.44 If ),(),(:  YXf   is sg
~~

 irresolute and ),(),(:  ZYg   is sg
~~

continuous, then 

),(),(:  ZXgof   is sg
~~

continuous function.  

Proof. Suppose that G is any open set in Z. Since g is sg
~~

continuous function, )(1 Vg 
 is sg

~~
open in Y. Since 

f  is sg
~~

irresolute, ))(( 11 Vgf 
 is sg

~~
open in X and hence )()( 1 Vgof 

 is sg
~~

open in X. Thus, gof is 

sg
~~

continuous.  
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Theorem 3.45 Assume that )(
~~

XsOG  is closed under any union. A function ),(),(:  YXf   is 

sg
~~

irresolute if and only if for each point x of X and each sg
~~

open set V of Y containing )(xf , there exists a 

sg
~~

open set is in X  containing x  such that Vuf )( . 

Proof.  Necessity Suppose that f  is sg
~~

irresolute and Xx , V is any sg
~~

open set in Y containing )(xf . 

Then )(1 Vf 
 is sg

~~
open set in X. If )(= 1 VfU 

, then u is sg
~~

open set in X containing x  such that 

VVffUf  ))((=)( 1
. 

Sufficiency Suppose that G is any sg
~~

open set in Y and )(1 Gfx  . Then Gxf )( . By hypothesis, there 

exists a sg
~~

open set xU  such that xUx  and VUf x )( . Then )(1 VfUx x

  for every )(1 Vfx  . 

Then, )}(:{=)( 11 VfxUVf x

  . By our assumption, )(1 Vf 
 is sg

~~
open in X and hence f is 

sg
~~

irresolute.  
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